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General Geometric Optics Formalism in
L. FRIEDLAND AND

Abstract-This paper exploits a general approach to geometric optics
in inhomogeneous plasmas based on the properties of the local dielectric tensor E. We express e in terms of its eigenvalues e1 and eigenvectors e. Then to zeroth order in the geometric optics approximation the
determinant D = E1 e2E3 vanishes and the elements ej vanish separately
in pairs or simultaneously. It is shown that this branching in the dispersion relation changes the formulation of the geometric optics equations.
The ray tracing and the transport of the amplitude of the wave in both
degenerate and nondegenerate cases is described. The general procedure
for transition through a boundary between degenerate and nondegenerate regions, where the rays split into two parts each following a different branch of the dispersion relation is also presented in this paper. We
demonstrate our general method in a case, where radiation from a
vacuum region enters an inhomogeneous magnetized plasma layer.

I. INTRODUCTION
THE GEOMETRIC optics approximation has been used
extensively in studying propagation of radiation in inhomogeneous plasmas. This approach was first applied to the
ionosphere where the basic assumption of geometric optics,
the smallness of the local wavelength relative to the scalelength of variation of the plasma parameters, is satisfied even
in 105 -Hz frequency range. A description of these early works
can be found in [1]. Recently geometric optics was successfully applied to problems in large laboratory plasmas [2]-[6],
mostly in connection with electron cyclotron heating in
various geometries, which became attractive with development
of high-power microwave sources in 1-cm wavelength range
[7]. The geometric optics approximation was also used by the
authors of this paper in studying the heating of laser produced
microplasmas [8], where the basic assumption of geometric
optics is satisfied in some cases since the wavelength of the
incident laser radiation (usually in 1- to 10-pm wavelength
range) is much less than the dimensions of the microplasma.
Thus the geometric optics has been shown to be an effective
general approach in studying wave phenomena in a wide
variety of plasmas and frequencies. The method, however, in
most applications has not been completely exploited. Many
studies were limited to ray tracing (finding the path of the
energy flux), and almost no research has been done in studying
the transport along the rays of the amplitude of the wave.
Moreover, ray tracing usually has been performed by using
special simple dispersion relations, each case treated separately;
no attempt has been made to develop a general computer code,
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which would trace the rays and amplitudes using an arbitrary
plasma dielectric tensor e, without reducing e to some special
form separately for each mode of interest. Some methods and
ideas which can be used in creating such a general code will be
discussed in this paper. The scope of the paper will be as
follows: we will show in Section II that in general one must
distinguish between ray tracing in a nondegenerate (anisotropic) plasma, where the branches of the dispersion relation
are distinct (only one of the eigenvalues of e vanishes) and in a
degenerate plasma case, where two or three eigenvalues vanish
simultaneously. The transport of the amplitudes in degenerate
and nondegenerate plasmas will be discussed in Section III.
Section IV is devoted to ray tracing through the boundary
between degenerate and nondegenerate regions, where a ray
splits into two parts, each following its own branch of the
dispersion relation in the nondegenerate plasma. Finally, a
numerical example, where the proposed general methods are
used in the case of cold magnetized plasma, is given in Section V.
II. RAY EQUATIONS

The study of a small signal electromagnetic wave propagation in a plasma conventionally proceeds from the Maxwell

equations

- x1 3
4vT
V XB= -J+-_
c At
c

(1)

VXE= --.
C aJt

Assuming a linear response of the plasma to the electric field
of the wave, one can write the current density J in (1) in the
following general form [9] by using tensor conductivity
kernal a
J(r )=d3sg

0J

droa(r, t, s, T) * E(r- s, t - r).

(2)

This form of f expresses casualty (dependence on the previous
history of the plasma from -o' to t) and nonlocal properties of
the plasma. If for simplicity one considers a stationary case,
where E, B cc exp (-icot), (1) are reduced to the wave equation
CO
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In analogy with the case of infinite homogeneous plasma,
where solutions of (3) can- be represented by plane waves, in
the case of a weak inhomogenity one can use perturbation
analysis and seek a solution in the form

E(F) = a(F) exp (it r())

Hamilton equations:
.

r=

(4)

where if one defines

I

k=-

a On)

ak

aw n)
_
ar-

(13)

These equations are known as the ray equations, and

(5) represent a short wavelength quasi-classical description clearly
of the

k(r) = Vo

it is assumed that the fractional change in a, when its argu- electromagnetic field in the plasma wherein the wave can be
ment F changes by X = 2rr/k, is small dimensionless parameter interpreted as consisting of moving particles each carrying
5. In addition it is assumed that the fractional changes in k(F) energy 1ico()(k, F), momentum hk, and having velocity equal
to the group velocity ac(o)/ak of the wave.
and ar(F) on distance X are also of order 5. On using
It is well known [12] that an explicit expression for @(n) in
W(T) = WO() + WI (7) +
(6) terms of k and rFis not necessary in deriving the ray equations.
where successive terms are ordered according to ascending For any implicit relation H((n)k, ) = 0, (13) can be
powers of 5, inserting (6) in (3) and equating like powers of 5, rewritten in the form
one gets the following zeroth-order equation
aH /aH
r -k
=O
(7)
where the Hermitian tensor
4. aH aH
-

-(k
-

)

-

-

kk2

XI-'

2

(1

47ri -A(r,)

(8

can be interpreted as the dielectric tensor in an infinite homogeneous plasma which has everywhere the properties the
plasma under consideration displays at the point r. The matrix
aA 2=2(- a*T) is the anti-Hermitian part of the conductivity tensor

or

d3s

f

dar

r)ei(T- ks)

(9)

(14)

aF a/

which can be easily verified by differentiating H with respect
to F and k and considering c()t in H as an implicit function of
these variables.
The most general implicit dispersion relation is obtained by
equating the determinant D(k, , co) of the matrix e to zero.
The possibility of branching in this dispersion relation, however, allows us to use D in (14) if only one of the eigenvalues
e (j = 1, 2, 3) of e vanish at the point of interest. Regions in
the plasma with this property can be called nondegenerate.
Inside the nondegenerate regions the convenient form of the
ray equations is

We assume here that the Hermitian part AH = 2( + a*T)of
the conductivity tensor is operationally of order S. It was
AD aD
demonstrated in [10] that formally when this assumption prer= -a
ak / a
vails, AH can be taken into account in the first-order equation
and then leads to weak growth or dissipation of the energy of
aD
I* aD
(15)
the wave in the plasma.
aF ac4,
Let us now express the Hermitian matrix e in terms of its
eigenvalues e1,j= 1, 2, 3 (which are real [11 ]) and eigenvec- These equations, however, cannot be used in degenerate plasmas, where two or three eigenvalues of e vanish simultators ej (which are orthonormal and may be complex)
neously. The reason is that in this case, according to (11),
(10) aD/ak= WD/F= aD/aco = 0.
E=Cele1
el+e2e2 e+63e3e3Nevertheless, one can find
Nontrivial solution of (7) exists only if the determinant of this another general Hamiltonian in a degenerate plasma by considering the characteristic equation for e
matrix

(I 1)

D = E1 62 63

det

vanishes, giving in general three different branches (modes) of or
the dispersion relation

CO(m) co(m)(E, T-),

13, 213.

(12)
When the dispersion relation for one of these modes, labeled
by the mode n, is known in the form @(n) = c(n)(k, Fr), then
@(n) can be used as the Hamiltonian of a quasi-particle having
=

m

=

E

-

XTI

=

0

x3 -Sx2 +FX-D=0

(16)
(17)

where (see (10)) S = Tr (e)= 1 + 62 + e3 and F= dl + d22 +
d33 = 61 e3 + 61 62 + e2 c3 is the sum of the second-order diagonal minors dii of e. Equation (17) contains all the informa-

tion on the degeneracy of the plasma. It is now clear, for
momentumk at a point F. Then the example, that in a doubly degenerate plasma both F and D
trajectories of such particles are described by the following vanish and thus F can be used in (14), defining nonsingular ray

energy

(n)(k)

and
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equations
r=

degenerate surface separating nondegenerate regions. The ray
tracing through such degenerate surfaces desire a special treatment and will be discussed in Section IV.

aF laF
--X
ak aLL

* aF aF

III. TRANSPORT OF AMPLITUDES

~~~~~~~~~(18)Partial information on the amplitude of the electric field of

k= a-la .

Simplest examples of this situation occur for vacuum and for
cold nonmagnetized plasmas. Both these cases are described
by the conductivity tensor

orlA

(F)

2oX)

(19)

4Fi c-Ar_P I

the wave can be obtained from the zeroth-order equation (7).
In fact, expressing the amplitude in terms of eigenvectors
ej of e

(23)
+aC3e3
substituting this expression into (7) and using the orthonormality of the eigenvectors, one gets
ao= la,el + a2 e2

where cop (F) = [(4rTe2/m) Ne (F)] 1/2 is the electron plasma
(24)
cla, el+ E2a2e2 + e3a3e3 = 0.
frequency at a point r of the plasma. The vacuum case corresponds to cop = 0. Thus in a coordinate system with z axis Since the vectors ej are linearly independent, (24) can hold
along k vector (k, =ky = 0) the dielectric tensor (8) is diag- only if all the coefficients c1a1 vanish. This implies that in a
1 (wi + c2k2/CO2) and e3 = 1 (W2/Co2). nondegenerate plasma, for example, when E1 , 62 0 and
onal with e1 = 2=
The wave solution is obtained only if e1 = 62 = 0, thus satisfy- E3 = 0, one has a1 = a2 = 0 and therefore
ing the definition of a doubly degenerate mode. It should be
(25)
aO=0 a3 e3 mentioned here that in general no diagonalization of e is necessary in checking the degeneracy of a dispersion relation. One In contrast, in the doubly degenerate case with e1 # 0 and
can simply calculate the sum F of the diagonal minors of e
62 = C3 = 0
F==11 22 - 612C21 + '11 633 - 613631 + 622 C33 - C23e32
aO = °t2e2 + Oa3e3
(26)
Thus the zeroth-order equation gives us partial information
about the polarization of the wave. The missing coefficients
which must be zero in the degenerate case.
a2 and O3 in (25), (26) can be found from the first order in 6
Triply degenerate situation also can formally occur in the equations of the geometric optics approximation. This quesprevious example. In fact 1 = 2= 63= 1 - (CO/P2) at the tion was studied in [10] and here, for completeness, we prepoints where k = 0. In these regions, however, the wavelength sent the final equations for the amplitudes:
becomes infinite and the main assumption of geometric optics
is violated. A full wave analysis is necessary in such regions.
A* [a( _)/ ] A dal
El
A less trivial case of a degenerate plasma region occurs in the
^
{[(V-a]_dt
presence of magnetic field. Here the conductivity tensor is
given by
em
ak
1
iw,lw 0
2
w
2c , 2 C2
(27)
2 -[V(ak-C)]k m - 4IfH*
1
4lTi = A
*2 + iwclw/
0
(21)
or = -il p
(A)2
The subscript 1 in this equation corresponds to the eigenvecco(A)2 Co 2 coc2
tors with zero eigenvalues, the time derivative is taken along
1
0
0
the rays and V = a/aF + (Vk) - (a/Iak). The dyadic Vk itself is
propagated along the ray by using equation
where coc = e|B Inmc is the cyclotron frequency. In deriving a
a2C k(Vk)
d(Vk)
(
- a2C
Hamiltonian for the ray equations in this case, it is convenient
dt ar
akaF
dt
aFaF
to
the
to
difficulties
due
resonance
first
avoid numerical
denominators in (21), by multiplying all the elements of e by
[a2Co+V) a2ka
(28)
'A = co
, which does not influence the dispersion relation.
akakJ
-ar-ak
F
it
seen
that
the
coefficient
Now on using (20) can be easily
which is solved in parallel with the ray equations. Various
has the following structure:
second-order derivatives of co in (28) can be obtained by
F = A A + BA2
(22) implicit
differentiation of the dispersion relation (the coeffi=
F
or
F
c.
Thus
the
D according to the degeneracy of the plasma).
and therefore vanishes when wC (F)
plasma cients
It
is
also
In
to use (27) in calculations one has to find eigenon
the
resonance
surface.
order
is degenerate
cyclotron
clear that F changes its sign as one passes through the reso- vectors corresponding to zero eigenvalues of C. In the nonnance; and, therefore, in contrast to the previous example of degenerate case one can simply use the fact that since F# 0,
the plasma degenerated throughout a volume, one has a case of at least one of the diagonal minors of c, say d1j, is not equal

= Z -{Vm)T j.

-

-
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to zero. Then, on using various minors di1, the components of
the zero eigenvector are found from

=Adjj ~2
dij ei
I

e1

'

1

=A 1,

di

ej= A;

11,12

=

Ae

A~

A

X ;

(31)

A

A*

X

*

NON DEGENERATE
REGION

RAY 2
Fig. 1. Ray splitting on the boundary between degenerate and nonde-

generate plasma regions.

and

lim
*t --o
k7 =
lim
t-to

dD rdt
-dD~
-dt

Drkk++Drr
-rr * r
k=-

Dww*k++D* rF+

(34)

Let us assume now that the eigenvalue el of e does not vanish
(32) along
the rays in Fig. 1. Then substituting the various deriva-

IV. RAY TRACING ON BOUNDARIES BETWEEN
DEGENERATE AND NONDEGENERATE PLASMA REGIONS
Thus far we considered ray tracing and transport of the amplitudes in a purely degenerate or nondegenerate plasma. The
transition across the boundary between such regions presents
numerical difficulties and needs special treatment. In fact, if
one starts in the degenerate region (for example, in vacuum
and uses (18)), at the point the ray enters the nondegenerate
plasma, one has to switch to the nondegenerate plasma rays
equation (15). These equations, however, are singular on the
boundary, where Dj = Dr = D, = 0. The zero eigenvector at
the boundary also cannot be found by using (29), since the
determinants di vanish. All these difficulties are not purely
numerical. They arise since on the boundary between degenerate and nondegenerate plasma two coinciding branches of
the dispersion relation separate, and the ray splits into two
rays each following its own branch of the dispersion relation.
We will now show that l'H6pital's rule applied to (15), as one
approaches the boundary from the nondegenerate side, gives in
general two different values for k on the boundary, corresponding to different branches of the dispersion relation. In
contrast, the group velocities r of these modes on the boundary remain the same, as in the degenerate ray.
Consider a situation, where there exists a surface Q, dividing
the plasma into degenerate and nondegenerate regions (see
Fig. 1). Suppose that the ray starts from the degenerate region
and splits into two parts at a time t = to as it passes through
the point 0 at the surface Q. If one goes backward in time
along the rays 1 and 2 in the nondegenerate region, the numerators and denominators in (15) vanish at the boundary. If,
however, the limits r + and k+ for r and k exist, as one approaches the boundary from the nondegenerate side, they
may be found by using l'Hopital's rule

lim dD k
t-+t dt
Dik k+D+ rr+
r
= i
+ D,*
li÷D0
d,k
t to dt

a

I

When this vector is found the zero eigenvectors can be constructed by using orthonormality of the eigenvectors. One of
the possibilities is
A

,'

(29)

where el,= Tr (=6). On multiplying (30) by a unit coordinate
vector (e-, for example) one gets a simple algebraic equation
for the nonzero eigenvector e1

e2 =

\

#/

RAY 1

(30)

e * ex = elelelx.

x'

y,z PLANE

,
-

where A is the normalization constant.
In the degenerate case, when E2 = E3 = 0

_E

A, i

DEGENERATE
REGION

tives of D = El 62 63 into (33) at the point 0, one gets
62k(63k k ++3r

*+ _

E2 (E3k k

+ 63

r )+

(ek k+E2r r)

r ) + E3J(E2k k + C2r r)

(35)
If w =Q(k, F) is the dispersion relation for the degenerate
mode, then because of the assumption of degeneracy one has

63(Q(k ,r), k,F) =0.

(36)

Differentiation of these equations at the point 0 gives
QkC62,

C2k =

63k

(37)

k 63w -

=

Then (35) reduces to
r =Qk=

(38)
and, therefore, the group velocity remains unchanged as the
ray crosses the boundary between degenerate and nondegenerate regions.
Similar considerations can be used in finding k +. Suppose,
for simplicity, that at the point 0 in Fig. 1 the x axis is normal
to the surface Q. Then (36) still hold in the neighborhood of
this point in z, y plane. Thus at the point 0 one has
I -

62y,z = -y,zE2Lo
63y,z

=

Y,ze3w

(39)

and similar to (38)

ky = k;; kz

(40)
The unknown normal component kx can now be found from
(34), which is a quadratic equation, giving in general two different solutions for k+, corresponding to different rays in the
(33) nondegenerate region.
Thus by using the values r and k-, obtained by integration
in the degenerate region, one already knows Fr and can find
z.
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two values of k + on the boundary, each giving rise to a new
ray in the nondegenerate plasma. These limiting values of
k and r can now be used to make a small time step 6t from
the boundary into the nondegenerate region by iterating, for
example, the following equations:

y(to + 6t) =y(to)+ 2- [f(to + 6t) +Y ]

(41)

where y stands for r or k and y (to + 6 t) is the right-hand side
of (15). Starting from t = to + 6t, one can follow each of the
two rays in the nondegenerate region by solving nonsingular
equations (15 ).
Finally, the quantities r + and k+ can be also used in finding
two limiting zero eigenvectors of the nondegenerate e matrix.
This can be done again by applying l'H6pital's rule in (29)

(djj )k*+ +(djj))r*r+
=A
ejeJ =A
(djj)k k+ + (djj)r r +

Fig. 2. Ordinary and extraordinary modes in the sample case.

r

e2=A (di2 k

+

r

; e=A.

(42)

We conclude by considering the problem of degenerate surfaces in a nondegenerate plasma, as, for example, the cyclotron resonance surface in the cold plasma model. In such a
case l'H6pital's rule can be applied in (15) from both sides of
the degenerate surface, giving again

(43)

kY Z= kYZ

For the normal components kZ and k- one gets the following
quadratic equation (see (34))

+ DxrF
k I~=Dxk
DDXk-k +

k+± +D(.Xr

(44)

Therefore, if various second-order derivatives of D on the
degenerate surface are continuous, (44) gives two solutions for
each kZ and kj , and these solutions can be considered as corresponding to continuous rays

(46)

2]

=
rox

r =r

D(4,k

IV. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
In the following example we illustrate the application of the
ideas of the previous sections to the case of radiation incident
from vacuum (degenerate region) on a cold magnetized plasma
layer. We consider, for simplicity, a traditional slab geometry
with the magnetic field B. = By = 0 and B, = B(x), and plasma
density n = n(x). We use the parabolic plasma density profile

with no = 1.1 . 1013 cm-3 and a= 10 cm. We also assume a
magnetic mirror type of field with a minimum at x = 0, namely
B(x) =BO[I

(47)

+1(-)2]

where BO = 104 and 1 = 10 cm. In Fig. 2 one can see the case,
where the ray with a frequency of 30 GHz starts in vacuum at
the point x = - 15 cm, y = 0, z = - 5 cm, at an angle of ir/4 to
the plasma layer. On the boundary with the plasma the ray
splits into two parts (ordinary and extraordinary modes), each
following a different trajectory in the plasma, crossing the
(5
(kx)l, 2 = (kx)A,2 cyclotron surface twice, and returning to the vacuum region.
Equations (43), (45) show that no new physical effects arise as The algorithm used in this sample case is demonstrated in
various modes pass through the degenerate surfaces in a non- Fig. 3, where the parameters AF = F/(S2 - 2F) and AD =
degenerate plasma and that the difficulties in integration of 3D213 /(S2 2F) are shown as a function of time along the
(15) are purely numerical, caused by the singularity of these ray, corresponding to the extraordinary mode. We use here
equations at a certain point on the ray. The continuity of the normalized coefficients AF and AD rather than F and D, since
rays can be used in avoiding these difficulties. For example, they give a better measure of the degeneracy of the plasma.
one can closely approach the degenerate surface by solving In fact, in terms of eigenvalues of e one has
(15), then, by using the derivatives k and r at the last point of
12
[p
(c1c2c3)/3
61 C2 + 61 C3 + C2 63
integration, make a small time step and jump over the patho621
F=
((c2 + 62 + e2)/3)1/2
logical surface. After the jump the integration continues again
by using (1 5). One can also use the values of k and r at a few
(48)
points before the jump and get higher order prediction for
values of r and k after the jump. Higher order methods allow and according to known algebraic inequalities |AF| A 1 and
« and
one to start the jump earlier and make a larger time step, pre- AD < 1. Also, it can be easily shown that if AD = 6 <<
at least
for
then
serving the accuracy of the solution, thus avoiding integration e1 is the eigenvalue of e largest in magnitude,
has
one
for
62 I1 <
e2)
one of the remaining eigenvalues (say
in the close neighborhood of the degenerate surface.
2

3

=

AD

J
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ray jumps a second time across the resonance surface and
finally approaches the boundary of the plasma as AF again
diminishes. The location of the boundary is found and we
switch again to the degenerate plasma ray equations (18) at
-0.1 _
JUMPS
t = tB. This algorithm was applied on the DEC-20 computer.
-0.2 F
In the calculations the parameter AD remained of the order of
105 along the rays in Fig. 1, which was a check of the satis-0.3 F
faction
of the dispersion relation. The accuracy of the soluADtion was also tested by solving the same problem using the
0.20
Appleton-Hartree dispersion relation in the ray equations.
0.10 - I II
In this case the ordinary and extraordinary modes are resolved
0.00
and one has no numerical difficulties in integrating the ray
equations through the boundary of the plasma and the cycloI
tron resonance surface. The comparison between the solutions
to
tR2
tB
TIME
tRI
by two methods shows that by using the general code one preserves
an accuracy of at least four significant digits in the soluFig. 3. The parameters AF and AD versus the time along the ray cortions for F and k.
responding to the extraordinary mode.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated the possibility of a
6314 < I. If one has IAFl AD < <<1« both
and general geometric optics code, which uses general information
contained in the plasma dielectric tensor. It has also been
63 /1 are less than 83/4I.
shown
that ray tracing and the transport of the amplitude is
In the diagrams in Fig. 3 the ray starts in vacuum at t = to
and we integrate (18) for the degenerate case. Since along the possible in degenerate and nondegenerate plasmas and on their
boundaries without introducing a special dispersion relation
ray
for every mode of interest.
k +F7- T
(49)
AF

+0.1

K

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

tA

162/6ll

P=Fj.
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